
A
s the most widely used man-
made material in the world,
concrete is seen every day in
sidewalks, pavement and
buildings as well as in bases

for fences, poles and more. But what
about its use in gardens? When it comes
to including concrete in their gardens,
chances are your customers don’t consid-
er it as an option for anything other than
walkways and basic patios.

This is because most consumers are prob-
ably unaware of concrete’s versatility: While
it makes an excellent building material, con-
crete can also be used for sleek, trendy and
attractive indoor and outdoor décor. From
containers to furniture and accents, con-
crete can be formed and decorated to make
beautiful products consumers are eager to
purchase — that is, if you make them aware
of concrete’s possibilities. The key to selling

concrete in your garden center is not merely
stocking appealing concrete products; it’s
changing your customers’ perception of the
material and educating them about every-
thing concrete can offer.

So Many Options
From different stains to different shapes,

there is a lot that can be done with con-
crete. “Concrete is limited only by a per-
son’s imagination. It is like potters’ clay; you
can basically create just about anything,”
explained Bent Mikkelsen, publisher of
Professional Trade Publications, which pro-
duces Concrete Décor magazine.

Because of its flexibility, concrete has
become a medium for artists like Charles
Sthreshley, who creates concrete art furni-
ture. For the most part, he sells his works to
consumers through galleries. Sthreshley cre-
ates his art by hand-building each piece over
an armature and wire mesh. “The pieces can
be used indoors or out. They’re finished in
sort of a marble-like finish. You can see dif-
ferent layers of color in it because each layer
I put on is slightly different or it takes to the
concrete a little differently,” he explained.
You can learn more about Sthreshley’s tech-
nique and see images of his work on his Web
site, www.concrete-art.com. To sell unique,
handmade concrete pieces in your garden
center, try working with local artists and
craftspeople.

Concrete décor isn’t solely about shaping
the material; it also includes adding stains and
other decorative elements to walls, floors and
more. While many consumers are becoming
interested in decorative concrete treatments
(especially as more businesses are implement-
ing them), a lot of the treatment materials can
be difficult to work with properly, said Jim
Peterson, president of the Concrete Network.
If a garden center would like to carry coloring
options for concrete, he recommends that it
sell basic stains. “If a do-it-yourselfer wants to

do a basic, 1-color stain job, that’s very straight-
forward,” he explained. When consumers ask
for more complicated finishes that may
involve saw cuts, designs, multiple colors or
faux finishes, Peterson feels it’s best to recom-
mend or work with a professional.

Selling Points
When you suggest concrete as a décor

option for consumers, their first thoughts
might be of concrete slabs and not attractive
garden products, which is why informing your
customers about concrete’s versatility is impor-
tant. To help do this, encourage your employ-
ees to learn a few selling points for concrete.

Mikkelsen said concrete’s main selling
point is its uniqueness: When garden centers
work with local artisans and contractors to
create and sell interesting pieces, customers
will notice. “There’s a wealth of [concrete
products] I don’t think you’re going to find
it in retail stores around the country because
it’s going to be an individual artist in the area
selling to a supply center,” he said. If you are
working with local concrete craftspeople,
don’t be afraid to advertise it. By doing so,
you’ll set yourself apart from the big boxes
and attract unique-seeking consumers.

You can appeal to a different set of con-
sumers by talking about concrete’s long-last-
ing properties. Made of a binding medium
embedded with fine and course aggregate,
concrete is quite durable as well as fire and
waterproof. In fact, according to the Pacific
Southwest Concrete Alliance, the United
State’s first concrete street, built in 1891 in
Bellefontaine, Ohio, is still in service today —
a testament to the material’s strength and
longevity. Customers who are looking for
pieces that will last a lifetime will appreciate
concrete. Make sure your sales staff knows a
few fun facts about concrete’s durability that
they can pass along to interested shoppers.

Sthreshley likes to think about the envi-
ronmental benefits of concrete furniture
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Top: Charles Sthreshley, a concrete artist, created this 90-lb.
concrete chair that measures 20 x 25 x 24 inches. (Photo:
Charles Sthreshley) Bottom: Basic, 1-color stains should be
easy for consumers to apply successful ly.  For more
complicated finishes like this, it may be best to recommend
or work with a professional. (Photo: The Concrete Network) 

By Meghan Boyer

There’s more to concrete in the garden than basic sidewalks, patios 
and benches. From colorful finishes to artistic forms, concrete can be 
a beautiful addition to any garden, but the first step to selling it is 
making your customers aware of its possibilities.
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and accessories, which don’t rely on hard-
woods from forests or require heavy
machinery to make. “With concrete, you’re
basically just using sand,” he explained.
“Most of the work can be done without
using high-tech machinery, particularly my
technique.” Environmentally friendly
(“green”) furniture is a good fit for garden
centers; be sure to let your customers know
the environmental benefits of choosing con-
crete products for their homes and gardens.

Make Your Own
Concrete molds are another option for gar-

den center retailers who want to carry con-
crete products. Molds can be especially help-
ful for retailers who don’t have concrete
artisans or contractors nearby and don’t want
to pay to ship the heavy products. Different
companies produce different types of con-
crete molds, with the design and type of molds
varying with each company. If handled and

Bamboo planter set
The Bamboo Planter set consists of
three containers that nest within one
another and stand at 25, 21 and 18
inches, respectively. Available in four
glazes, these Vietnamese planters are
suitable for indoors or out. Atlantic
Pottery. (954) 785-9110. Write in 1425

Water feature 
sculpture 
New for 2007, Mr. Leapy is a bronze
sculpture that spouts water. It is avail-
able in two sizes: 12 and 30 inches tall.
The Brass Baron Fountains & Statuary,
Inc. (800) 536-0987. Write in 1435 �

Terra cotta pottery 
This terra cotta pottery is naturally aged and
mossed. Once the pots are planted and watered,
the aging process
should continue to
evolve. Dozens of pot
styles and sizes are
available. Campo de’
Fiori. (413) 528-9180.
Write in 1426

Plant stand 
Made in the United States, this plant stand is designed
to hold five terra cotta pots so the steel structure is
invisible to the eye. The stand measures 46 inches tall
and has a powder-coated finish. Friendship’s Garden,
Inc. (800) 682-9272. Write in 1427

Wall art 
This piece of resin wall art is 24 inches tall, 171⁄2 inches
wide and weighs 3 lbs. Finishes include ancient terra
cotta, bronze, porcelain, wood and various carved
stone; several designs are available. Each piece in the
line is designed to be lightweight and durable.
Bamboo Accents. (415) 454-6260. Write in 1431

maintained properly, the molds can be reused
again and again. Some molds require certain
types of concrete mix, so be sure to check with
your mold supplier before starting.

No matter if you make your own concrete
pieces, work with artists or order them from
catalogues, you’ll know you’re offering your
customers something different for their gar-
dens and teaching them a thing or two about
the possibilities and benefits of concrete.

Meghan Boyer is associate editor of Lawn & Garden
Retailer. She can be reached at mboyer@sgcmail.com
or (847) 391-1013. 
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LearnMore!
For more information related to this article, 
go to www.lgrmag.com/lm.cfm/lg110608
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